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Special Update on COVID Vaccines:  

 
            An artist’s portrayal of the spiked proteins 

It was just a little over a year ago, Dec. 13, 2020, 

that the first Pfizer vaccine was given to the 

public, followed shortly thereafter by the 

Moderna jabs on December 22.  Eventually 

Johnson and Johnson jabs came in March of 

2021 but were stopped for a few weeks because 

of so many blood clots that formed in those who 

had received the shots, but, after a few weeks, 

they resumed again in April.   

     Many doctors, government officials and 

media reporters were so excited when the 

vaccines were first distributed and stated the 

following: what a miracle they were, how the 

jabs would make us resilient to COVID and 

would put an end to the pandemic; if enough 

people get the vaccines, we would develop herd 

immunity, and the entire nation would be safe; 

we wouldn’t have to wear masks anymore; we 

can be reunited with our families and go back to 

normal life.  Thus we should all be gratefully 

standing in line to get the vaccines.  The latter 

is exactly what happened. 

      December 30, 2021, in Fort Meyers, 

Florida, over 1,000 people from the age of 65 

and up were standing and sitting in line to get 

their vaccines. Some were sitting and sleeping 

on lawn chairs, waiting all night long for when 

their jabs would be given the next morning.  

They had been told that there was a shortage of 

the vaccines, and they would be given only on a 

“first come, first serve basis.” 

 
Elderly people in Florida waiting for their jabs. One said 
she is doing it so she can see her grandchildren again. 

 

What about the other statements made about the 

vaccines?  Have any of them proven to be true?  

Here is a list of those questions and their answers.  

   1) Were the vaccines a miracle or just the 

opposite?  Many who are now suffering terrible 

diseases after getting the jabs or who have lost 

loved ones, who died shortly after the 

inoculation, would call the jabs a tool from Satan; 

they are actually demonic, being used for 

massive population reduction and a means to 

have more control over our lives. 

2) Have the jabs put an end to the plandemic?  

No, not at all.  Since this is a carefully planned 

“plandemic,” those behind it do not want it to 

end.  They are getting too much satisfaction 

watching people in almost every nation gladly 

give up liberties for a little bit of “safety,” and 

they love exercising more and more control over 

people’s lives.  They also love all the money they 

are receiving from selling the masks, the test kits, 

and, of course, the vaccines, the most lucrative 

business of all! 

3)Are those who got the vaccine now resilient 

to getting COVID?  No, there are so many 

examples of people who have immediately come 

down with COVID as soon as they have received 

the jab.  Dr. Fauci is now saying the only solution 

is another vaccine – a booster shot! 

4.  Does our nation now have herd immunity?  

Dr. Fauci stated that by the time we had 75% of 

Americans vaccinated that we would have herd 

immunity and could go back to normal.  We 

almost have 65%, but now we are no longer 

hearing anything about herd immunity. 

5.  Do we no longer need masks?  In most states 

and other nations, even those who have had 

vaccines still have to wear masks. 

6.  Are we now reunited with our families?  

Families are divided like never before.  So many 

family members who are vaccinated are refusing 

to be with those who are not – not even for 

Thanksgiving. If the vaccine really worked why 

are they so afraid? Does that mean deep down, 

they know the vaccine is not really working? 

7.  Is life back to normal?  No, not even for 

those who are vaccinated.  All the promises of 

“normalcy” are not happening.  Many still have 

to wear masks in most public buildings. 

Sometimes, they still have to be tested.  

    For those who have not been vaccinated, it is 

far from normal. They now live lives of intimi-

dation, persecution, loss of jobs, loss of incomes 

and more loss of liberties, as you will read in 

greater details on page two.  

  

http://www.eagleforum/


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  
percentage of the true statistics is being reported.  She believes 

for the past year, since the vaccines were rolled out until Nov. 

12, 2021, the US has over 150,000 deaths from COVID 

vaccines, and 600 of those are children.  She also believes the 

true number could actually be much higher. 

     Adverse Reactions and Symptoms - over 1,814,326 This 

is according to independent journalist Sharyl Attkisson from 

information gathered back in July 19, 2021.  The number is 

probably twice that now.  Here are similar adverse symptoms: 

128,370 Muscle, bone, joint pain and swelling: 

 39,902 Pain in extremity 

 37,819 Myalgia, muscle pain, weakness, fatigue, 

spasms, disorders, related 

 30,138 Arthralgia, joint pain or arthritis, swelling, joint 

disease, bone pain, spinal osteoarthritis 

 14,682 Back pain, neck pain 

 5,829 Muscle and skeletal pain, stiffness, weakness 

119,866 Injection site pain, bleeding, hardening, bruising, etc. 

105,332 Skin reddening, at injection site or elsewhere, rash, 

hives 

100,564 Fatigue, lethargy, malaise, asthenia, abnormal 

weakness, loss of energy 

89,302 Headache, including migraine, sinus headaches  

68,252 Vomiting, nausea,  

68,064 Fever, 63,133 Chills, 60,913 Pain, 49,574 Dizziness,  

34,076 Flushing, hot flush, feeling hot, abnormally warm skin  

31,785 Lung pain or abnormalities, fluid in lung, respiratory 

tract or lung congestion or infection, wheezing, acute 

respiratory failure including: 

 23,005 Dyspnoea, difficulty breathing 

 1,398 Pneumonia, 563 Covid-19 pneumonia 

 1,128 Respiratory arrest, failure, stopped or inefficient 

breathing, abnormal breathing 

 265 Mechanical ventilation, 217 Bronchitis 

30,909 Skin swelling, pain, tightness, face swelling, swelling 

under skin, hives, angioedema including: 7,579 Skin pain, 

sensitivity, burning, discoloration, tenderness.  

25,319 Heart failure, heart rhythm and rate abnormalities, 

atrial fibrillation, palpitations, flutter, murmur, pacemaker 

added, fluid in heart, abnormal echocardiogram including: 

 3,105 Heart attack or cardiac arrest, sudden loss of 

blood flow from failure to pump to heart effectively, 

cardiac failure, disorder 

22,085 Itchiness 

29,861 Sensory disturbance including: 

 8,236 Tinnitus, hearing noise; 7,951 Abnormal vision, 

blindness; 6,349 Ageusia, loss of taste, altered taste, 

disorders; 2,249 Anosmia, loss of smell, parosmia 

(rotten smell) 

           
 

 

 

 

 

 

List of Athletes Who Have Died After the COVID Jabs: 

(Thanks to David Lehman and David Williamson for sending 

this.) This list is from https://vaccinedeaths.com/2021-11-12.  

The media does not want us to know about the many athletes 

who are suddenly dying – many in the middle of a game.  The 

comments are “What a mystery this is!”  No, it is no mystery.  

What these athletes all have in common is that their deaths 

happened shortly after taking the COVID jabs.  They were all 

perfectly healthy until then. Notice how many of the deaths 

had something to do with their hearts. Here is a list. 

    Lexi Riggles, a college basketball player “died unexpect-

edly” back in October; Tom Greenway, a champion jockey 

died in early November; Nelson Solano, a Spanish footballer 

died of a heart attack in early November; Shawn Rhoden, a 

bodybuilder and former Mr. Olympia died of a heart attack in 

early November; Layla da Costa, a Miss World contestant 

from Italy was found dead at her house after failing to show 

up for work; George “Da Bull” Peterson III was found dead in 

a Florida hotel room just two days before he was scheduled to 

compete in the Mr. Olympia contest; Jordan Tucker, a 

footballer passed away unexpectedly during a play; Avi Barot, 

a Saurashtra batter died after suffering cardiac arrest. More 

athletes and videos of them dying during games can be found 

at:  https://thehighwire.com/videos/why-are-healthy-athletes-collapsing/.    
 

 
                            Dr. Robert Malone 
“The spike protein that is produced in response to the delivery 

of the mRNA is cytotoxic and results in blood clots, 

inflammation and scarring throughout your body which then 

creates a wider range of severe adverse events than any 

vaccine in human history,”  
     Steve Kirsh writes, “As of Nov. 1, 2021, there have been 

more adverse events reported for the COVID vaccines than for 

all 70+ vaccines combined since they started tracking adverse 

events 30 years ago.” 

   Yet. the CDC and FDA continue to push the vaccine.  They 

say, “the benefits of Covid-19 vaccine outweigh the risks for 

all groups and age categories authorized to receive it.”  What 

benefits?  We have already seen that everything they promised 

about the vaccine has proven to be untrue?  Yet, they continue 

to push the jab and promote it like there is absolutely no risks 

whatsoever.  And they belittle and intimidate those who are 

doing their own research and refuse to take the jab.  

Page 2                     THE SENTINEL                                

Rising Deaths from COVID Jabs 

– Over 150,000: Thank you to 

Katya Miller for the following:  

Derek Knaus, a writer for Prepare 

for Change.net, states that according 

to Dr. Jessica Rose, PhD, who has 

become an expert in investigating 

VAERS (Vaccine Adverse Events 

Reporting System) only a small  

 

 2,075 Hypersensitivity 

 1,560 Sensitivity or reaction to light; 890 Hearing loss, 

deafness; 20,023 Fainting, feeling faint, total loss of 

consciousness 

 147 Multiple schlerosis 

 Plus 100 other categories with thousands more cases. 

 

“The Spike Protein Results in Blood 

Clots:” This is a statement by Dr. Robert 

Malone, the inventor of the mRNA 

technology that was used in the vaccine.  

He is being interviewed by Steve Kirsch, 

Executive Director of the Vaccine Safety 

Research Foundation in an article Nov. 12 

written for the Republic Broad-casting.org.  

Malone stated: 

https://vaccinedeaths.com/2021-11-12
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Persecution and Intimidation of the Unvaccinated: Vaccine 

Passports are Turning Society into a “Dystopian Nightmare:” 

Mike Adams of the Health Ranger stated that in some areas the 

passports are “forcing unvaccinated people to live like fugitives, 

unable to buy groceries, fuel, medicine or even clothing, due to 

being banned from almost every retail establishment. They are 

also banned from banks, libraries and universities, denied 

access to financial services and higher education.” 

     The Worse Country is Lithuania (which borders Poland, 

Latvia, Belarus and Russia): According to an unnamed source 

who lives there, under the COVID passport rules, they now 

have “a medical police state gone completely mad.” 

     “Governments have become terrorists, doctors have become 

murderers, and vaccine advocates have become death cult 

worshipers.” The resident of Lithuania giving this report 

believes “the spike protein injections are affecting the higher 

brain functions” of the people taking them “which makes them 

“animalistic”and “incapable of empathy or compassion." 

     Australia Health Chief Says People Who Don’t Get 

Vaccinated Will Be ‘Miserable’ and ‘Lonely’ for Life: This 

was stated by Dr. Chris Perry, President of the Australian 

Medical Association, in a television appearance, Nov. 13.  He 

added, “They’re crazy not to get vaccinated.”  

    He further stated that people will not be able to hide and they 

won’t be able to get any doctor to give them a letter of 

exemption, because the doctors will be so afraid of being fined 

and losing their licenses.  He warned that “patients who lie 

about their vaccine status would have legal consequences for 

their deceptive actions.” And he added, “It’s going to be very 

hard to maintain your employment if you’re not vaccinated.”    

    Austria Also Now a Police State for the Unvaccinated:  

November 15, a nation-wide lockdown began for all of the 35% 

of Austrians not yet vaccinated. They must stay at home “except 

for a few limited reasons; the rules will be policed by officers 

carrying out spot checks on those who are out.”  The unvaxxed  

are already excluded from “entertainment venues, restaurants, 

hairdressers and other parts of public life in Austria.” 

    “You Are the Enemy:” This is what Gene Simmons, 

cofounder and star of KISS, said of the unvaccinated.  During 

an appearance on the Rock N Roll Channel on TalkShopLive, 

Simmons stated, that if the unvaccinated are willing to walk 

around us, “you are the enemy.” 

 
Nor will the company allow any dissenters working for them.  

Brook Jackson, a regional director for Ventavia Research 

Group, one of the groups doing testing on the Pfizer vaccine, 

was fired because of her report alleging that “adverse effects 

were not disclosed, reports were falsified, and the trial itself was 

handled sloppily.” Her allegations were published in the British 

Medical Journal.  She also sent a copy to the FDA, but nothing 

was done to stop Pfizer’s vaccine from moving forward. 

    Of course not, Pfizer is grossing $30 billion by the end 

of 2021 from COVID Shots, and there will be much more to 

come.  At an October 2021 Press conference, Albert Bourla 

admits COVID revaccination may be necessary every year.  

“It looks like there is a chance that this will become an annual 

revaccination.” … It is proving to lose its potency after six 

months.”   

    How convenient for Pfizer.  Thus, every year they can gross 

another $30 billion from the vaccines, without any 

possibilities that their money will have to be used in payment 

for damages.  Two laws were passed back in 1986 and in 2012 

by Congress that exempt the pharmaceutical companies from 

any law suits for vaccine injuries. 

The Famous Author and Speaker Jordon Peterson is 

Calling Himself Stupid for Getting the Jab: On the Dave 

Rubin show, he said “Why, on earth, did I take the jab?”  

Stupid Me!” He was so tired of wearing masks and being 

heckled every time he had to cross the Canadian border to go 

into the USA and also coming back home, all the PCR tests 

he had to take, he finally broke down and got the jabs, thinking 

he would be left alone.  But that is not the case, he still has to 

wear a mask, and still has to be tested.  He spoke to a senior 

health officer for one of the Canadian provinces who told him 

him that these tests and masks and lockdowns, etc. are based 

on polls and the political whims of the government. “They 

have nothing to do with any real science, any real end 

game, any real plan.” 

    Peterson and Rubin spoke about the fear tactics behind all 

this.  Jordon said how astonishing it was to see how rapidly 

our nations stampeded to a totalitarian state “under the excuse 

of health and safety.”  Now the goal is to use the same fear 

tactics to push us further to totalitarianism using the excuse of 

climate change as the “biggest challenge to our health of our 

time.”  Peterson’s reply is, “No, I don’t think so.  I think 

overreaching bureaucrats are the biggest challenge to our 

health of our time.”  

 
They are among 2,000 United employees who requested 

reasonable accommodations through medical or religious 

exemptions from the jab mandate, but did not receive them.  

     Ironically, the mantra of United Airlines is “Diversity, 

equity, inclusion.”  The Atteberrys, who are parents of six 

children, thought United lived by that mantra until now.  In 

May, the employees all got letters bribing them to get the 

vaccines and receive an extra $2600.  Those who refused 

would have their overseas flights limited, thus cutting their 

pay.  Now all 2,000 are placed on unpaid leave  The 

Atteberrys are part of  a group legally challenging these 

actions called Airline Employees 4 Health Freedom. 

 

“Criminals!” This is what Pfizer 

CEO Albert Bouria stated of anyone 

speaking ill of the vaccines.  Anyone 

suggesting that there is any harm 

done or lives lost from the Pfizer 

vaccine, “are not just bad people 

spreading false information, but they 

are criminals.”   

Persecution of Pilots who 

Choose to be Unvaxxed:  

According to an article by Beth 

Brelje, Nov. 15, 2021, a married 

couple, Stephanie and Kyle 

Atteberry, who are both pilots for 

United Airlines, have been placed 

on unpaid leave indefinitely, 

because  they refuse to get the jab. 
 

https://www.bmj.com/content/375/bmj.n2635
https://www.bmj.com/content/375/bmj.n2635
https://www.reuters.com/business/healthcare-pharmaceuticals/pfizerbiontech-covid-19-vaccine-effectiveness-drops-after-6-months-study-2021-10-04/
https://www.reuters.com/business/healthcare-pharmaceuticals/pfizerbiontech-covid-19-vaccine-effectiveness-drops-after-6-months-study-2021-10-04/
https://ae4hf.org/
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Why Vaxxed Pilots Should Not Fly -  taken from an article by 

darwinnationalreview.com, Nov. 10, 2021 

Incident 1:  As an American Airline plane was descending 

towards southwest Florida, the pilot in command (PIC) began 

convulsing and had a cardiac arrest. While the plane was on 

autopilot, the co-pilot pulled the PIC from his seat and tried to 

administer CPR.  But his efforts were in vain, the pilot was 

dead. The co-pilot returned to his seat and squawked 7700, the 

international transponder code for “I have an emergency.” The 

plane landed safely, but the co-pilot was put on administrative 

leave for having left his seat and endangering the aircraft. 

    “It was later determined that the PIC had a fatal heart attack 

caused by myocarditis, a known side effect of the Covid-19 

vaccinations. He had received his second dose of the vaccine 

two weeks before that flight. His last physical was three months 

prior, and his doctor had given him a clean bill of health.” 

Incident 2:      The second fatality took place a week later, this 

time, an Airbus A321, headed from DFW (Dallis Fortworth) for 

LAX. Midway through the flight, the co-pilot complained he 

had chest pains but chalked it up to having eaten a spicy meal 

before departure. He told the PIC it was indigestion. 

     As the plane flew at 32,000 ft. over the New Mexico/Arizona 

state line, the co-pilot started convulsing and vomiting on the 

flight controls. The PIC contacted Air Traffic Control, 

requesting permission to make an emergency landing in 

Albuquerque, NM, but ATC, after consulting American 

Airlines, denied the request and compelled the PIC to complete 

the flight to LAX. 

     The co-pilot died in his chair, also from acute myocarditis. 

He had gotten his second vaccination—Pfizer—21 days ahead 

of that fateful flight.  “The PIC was put under a gag order and 

told not to discuss the incident with anyone under threat of 

losing his job.   

    All Such Pilot Deaths Now Classified:  There is a 

systematic effort going on now to prevent the public from 

knowing about pilots getting ill or dying in the air. The airlines 

don’t want to lose money, and the administration doesn’t want 

the public to know the true dangers of the vaccine.  

    British Air Lost Four Pilots Within One Week:  World 

Tribune reported that on June 7, 2021, a tweet told of four 

British Air pilots who passed away within a week of each other. 

What did they all have in common? They all had taken the 

Covid jabs within 20 days.  One was age 35, the others between 

40 and 50.  Of course, British Air is saying that the deaths are 

purely coincidental.  They want no public scrutiny.  

    Does this explain why there are mass numbers of pilots and 

flight attendants refusing to get the jab?  At least Southwest has 

backed down and is no longer requiring such for their 

employees, but the other airlines are, and are having to lay off 

thousands who refuse to endanger their own lives with the jabs.  
 

Death by Remdesiver: As many of you have heard, our 

beloved leader for Eagle Forum of Orange County, Gloria 

Pruyne, recently lost her sweet husband “Dutch” to “death by 

kidney failure.”  He passed away on September 28, at age 92.  

They had been married 57 years. 

    Gloria is certain that Dutch’s death could have been 

prevented.  When they took him to the hospital because he was 

having a hard time breathing, he was diagnosed as having 

COVID, immediately put on Remdesiver, which causes kidney 

failure, which causes the water that would normally be flushed 

out of the body by the kidneys to the urinary tract, to instead be 

sent to the lungs.  The person is then diagnosed with pneumonia 

and put on a ventilator because he is having a hard time 

breathing, and the person usually dies.  That is exactly what 

happened to Dutch.  He was diagnosed as having died from 

kidney failure and pneumonia.  He had never had any problem 

with his kidneys before he went into the hospital.   

   Our deepest sympathies to Gloria with the loss of her husband 

and her two sons, David and Roger, in the loss of their father.  

We are praying for all of you.  

    Second Witness for Death by Remdesiver: I have a close 

friend, another Eagle forum member, who lost her husband last 

January when both she and he were in the hospital together, 

both diagnosed with Covid.  They both were started on the 

standard procedure of giving them Remdesiver, which was 

especially severe for her husband, and after developing 

pneumonia and being put on the ventilator, he passed away.  

Fortunately, my friend survived.  In examining her husband's 

medical records after his death, she found the words "kidney 

failure."  He had never had any problem with his kidneys before 

either.   

     My friend is now one of many who are questioning the use 

of Remdesiver for anyone diagnosed with COVID.  Surely, the 

doctors know how bad this is, but why are they still 

administering it?"  Do they get more money for COVID deaths? 

That is exactly the case as I found out from doing the research 

in writing my book Unmasking the Masquerade, Vol I, pp. 87-

88.  I show a chart of how much each hospital gets from the 

federal stimulus money according to what state they are in.   

     “Avoid Hospitals at all Costs:” Who would have ever 

thought we would see the day when such a warning is being 

given – and by doctors themselves?  Here is what a doctor and 

attorney tell us on the website https://dradvocates.com/. 

There is a “Modus Operandi” Happening Across the US, 
directed by Fauci, that is purposely killing just about anyone 

that goes to the hospital, whether for Covid or otherwise. The 

fact pattern goes as follows: 

1. A person goes to the hospital for practically any reason (i.e. 

broken arm, pregnant, Covid, etc.); 

2. A Covid Test is done and the person is found to be positive;  

3. They give the person an IV with Midazolam in it; which 

tranquilizes lung function and thereby negatively impacts 

oxygen absorption (typically down to around 70%); 

5. The patient is moved into ICU, where they add Remdesivir.  

6. Family and friends are excluded from contact with the patient 

and often threatened with trespass charges if they try and see 

the patient; 

7. The doctors are barred from prescribing any antiviral medi-

cation (including Ivermectin); (Continued on p. 5) 

 

https://dradvocates.com/
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8.  The Remdesivir causes kidney failure (54% of the clinical 

trial participants given Remdesiver died before the clinical trial 

was stopped.)  

9. The hospital starves the patient at the same time; 

10.  The patient dies in ICU and the hospital gets paid big bucks 

for the treatment and for each Covid death. 

Yes, they are economically rewarded for all Covid deaths 

through federal funding.   The attorney writes the following: 

     “First, you must understand that any hospital receiving 

federal funding must abide the NIH/Fauci’s protocols relating 

to all things Covid.  There is a specific treatment protocol that 

the NIH developed [the ten steps you just read about]. I have 

tried being nice to hospitals and seeking the use of Ivermectin 

and other anti-viral medications under the Right to Try Act and 

had one hospital in Missouri go along with that, but only micro 

doses of IVM, and the patient died.  We have sued hospitals with 

a Temporary Restraining Order forcing the hospitals to give 

Ivermectin and outside medical care, and the hospitals’ legal 

counsel have threatened the judge/s with practicing medicine 

without a license.  In other words, the regular legal process does 

not work, or if it does, rarely so.” 

My Protocol is as follows: 

 Retain a lawyer to contact the hospital administration to let 

them know there is a lawyer on the case; 

 Arrange for an ALS ambulance to bring the patient to 

another facility or home for care; 

 Arrange for either home hospice, home medical/doctor 

treatment or a different cooperating doctor (non-federally-

funded) to help the patient when they escape; 

 Have the lawyer arrange the exit of the patient per the 

foregoing; 

 If the hospital is uncooperative, have the lawyer call local 

police (sheriff’s office) to do a health, welfare and safety 

check on the patient; 

 Avoid having family force their way onto hospital grounds 

because it will result in a trespass charge and impeach their 

credibility with local law enforcement who are essential; 

 If necessary, file a criminal complaint with local law 

enforcement (LE) for medical battery, medical kidnapping 

and false imprisonment; 

 If local LE don’t want to help, have your lawyer utilize your 

state’s Victims’ Rights statutes … to force the police to take 

the complaint and investigate the alleged crimes; 

 Meet with press/media and political leaders, other law 

enforcement and AFLDS or other organizations to relay the 

story and protest or call the hospital with complaints about 

the situation.   Hospitals hate bad press and as long as the 

story is true there shouldn’t be any legal issues; 

 If necessary, sue the hospital in local court for the foregoing 

criminal charges under companion Tort theories with a 

prayer for injunctive relief to transfer the patient. 

 All of this has to be done in three days or less because the 

patients are being killed as it happens.  

 Once a lawyer is on the case, I have found that items 1-4 

are normally sufficient, though I’ve had to go through all of 

these steps previously. [This is also found on the website -  

https://gbraclub.org/fema-taking-over-hospitals.] 

 

What Ever Happened to the Promised Land of America?  
With our fast track to socialism, massive inflation, loss of 

freedoms, millions of illegal immigrants and Muslim refugees 

pouring in – America is on a fast track to becoming a Third 

World Country!  This clever cartoon says it all.  Thanks to 

Bonnie O’Neil for sending it. 

 

What Ever Happened to the Golden State of California – 

“Project Home-key” (Thanks to Angela Daily for sending 

this). – “Project Home-key means to repurpose vacant hotels, 

motels, apartments, and other unused properties and turn 

these facilities into places that can house the homeless. ... So 

far, $800 million was spent to house 8,200 homeless people, 

or about $97,000 per person. According to the following Aug. 

24 article by Laura Agidoni, the government is spending 

billions to “repurpose hotels for housing the homeless.” 

    “A paradise that people once flocked to…still provides 

opportunity for many, but among the riches in urban meccas 

like San Francisco and Los Angeles is extreme poverty and 

homelessness. Once-scenic streets are now cluttered with 

litter, human excrement, makeshift cardboard bedding, and 

tent cities.” 

    “The amount of homeless people in California is similar 

to New York's homeless population. The difference is that 

New York can house most of its homeless in a shelter system. 

Only 5% of New York's homeless are unsheltered, but 

a whopping 72% of California's homeless are on the streets.” 

    According to the 2020 census, California has the highest 

poverty rate in the nation.  More than 1/3 (36%) of the popula-

tion are at the poverty level.  Less than (31%) can afford to 

buy even a median priced home, so they resort to living in 

cars, or tents wherever they possibly can set one up. Such are 

the results of the many years of Democrat governors and a 

super majority of Democrat state legislators in California. 

https://www.millionacres.com/market/new-york/new-york-city/
https://www.npr.org/sections/money/2021/06/08/1003982733/squalor-behind-the-golden-gate-confronting-californias-homelessness-crisis


 

 

 

 

 

   
 

Is FEMA Taking Over Hospitals?  Because so many nurses 

and doctors are refusing to be vaccinated, the hospitals are 

laying them off.  Who will be replacing them?  According to a 

nurse in McKinney, Texas, federal nurses and doctors from 

FEMA will be replacing them.  She made a video of herself 

speaking after seeing a white FEMA bus parked in front of the 

ER unit of her hospital.  She said she spoke to a nurse who got 

off the bus who told her that the bus was full of federal nurses 

and doctors who would be replacing those at her hospital who 

would no longer be working because of their refusal to get the 

vaccines.  When asked if the FEMA workers were all vaccina-

ted.  She said, “No. It is not required of us.”   

    Is this the plan for all hospitals?  Is this one more step to 

socializing medicine, putting hospitals all under top-down 

federal control? They were not quite able to do it with “Hillary 

Care,” or “Obama Care,” but maybe they can finally achieve it 

under “FEMA Care.” How long has this plan been in the works? 
https://gbraclub.org/fema-taking-over-hospitals.  

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Happy Thanksgiving!   May you have a blessed day! 

Painting of The First Thanksgiving at Plymouth, oil on canvas 
by Jennie Augusta Brownscombe (1914) 

“Gratitude is not only the greatest virtue but the parent 

of all others.”  Cicero 

  
 

In Spite of Trials - Happy Thanksgiving! For most of our 

Eagle Forum members, 2021 has been a very difficult year.  

Many of our members have lost loved ones, either due to the 

complications of “Covid,” from the treatment in the hospital or 

from the aftermaths of the jab. Several have lost jobs because 

it was deemed “non-essential” in the Covid lockdowns, or they 

were laid off because they refused to take the “vaccines.”  All 

of us have lost freedoms with the continual government 

overreach – all in the name of “health and safety.”   

    In spite of all of these trials, hopefully, there is still much in 

our lives to be grateful for at this Thanksgiving and Christmas 

season.  I am grateful for my Lord and Savior Jesus Christ.  I 

am grateful for my family, and that my husband’s health is 

doing better, thanks to so many of your prayers.  And I am  

grateful for my membership in Eagle Forum, for the know-

ledge and truth it has given me and the association with like-

minded, dedicated, hard-working patriots, who have become 

my closest friends.  May you be especially blessed this 

Thanksgiving and Christmas Season!  Orlean Koehle  

Eagle Forum of California 
PO BOX 5335 
Santa Rosa, CA  95404 

Happy Thanksgiving and a Blessed Christmas Season! 

Special Update on COVID 19 and the Vaccines! 

Insert - Time to Renew Membership  

Insert - Medical Freedom Town Hall Dec. 4!  

 

https://gbraclub.org/fema-taking-over-hospitals
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jennie_Augusta_Brownscombe
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jennie_Augusta_Brownscombe
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jennie_Augusta_Brownscombe
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jennie_Augusta_Brownscombe

